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PROBLEMS OF PLAlT IMPLEMENTATION

1.

SUDAN ECONOMY , GENERAL F?::ATUIlES
The Sudan has an are", of one million squar-e miles and is the largest

country in

.Afri~a"

l!h:ch of the land is uncccupa ed .

are sandy in the NorthGrn third of the country, aley
lateritic in the Southern third.

The soils of the Sudan
i~

the central third and

According to the 1955/56 Census the

population totll11en. 10 -4 millioelS.

:,"ith a rate of inorease of 2.8 per cent,

the population at present Kould be about 14 millions.
The economy of the Sudan is predominantly agricultural and pastoral
with land and water as the main souroes of production and income.
majority of the people are either peasants or animal breeders.

The

Crops,

livestock and animal products dominate the export trade, while manufactured
articles form a substantial part of imports.

Industry is both small-scale

and relatively underdeveloped.
Though underdeveloped, the Sudan, in some respects, exhibits different
features from several similarly placed nations.

Land is abundant and there

is no population pressure on presently developed land.

At present, probably

no more than 5 per oent of the potentially cultivable land is under cultivation. In other words, neither at present noI' in the foreseeable future,
is land likely to be a limiting

f~~~JI

to

t~e

agricultural or

pastor~l,

and

therefore general, development of the country"
The structure of economic activities in the Sudan may best be viewed
as comprising two economies. ~hore is, on the one hand, the age-old
subsistence (or semi-subsistence) economy where produotion for the market
playe a small part and where most of the population is engaged in the rainfed cultivation of food crops using primitive methods and techniques, the
ubiquitous man with the hoe is at the centre of the picture.

On the other

hand, there is the money economy devoted to the production of food and cash
crops, notably cotton and
tillage.

gro~ndnuts,

with modern methcds of irrigation and

But the greater part of the economy's utilized land and labour
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Of the 8 to 9 million

resources are devoted to subsistence activities.

acres under cultivatlcn in a typical year, five to six are devoted to rain
crop productiun and tne Ir.ajurity ,,: ,-<11 cr ope produc.e': in any on-e yed.r are
rain grown.

The rainla'lds supply not 'Only their

the growing urban centres uith

the~r

OUIl

st"plC' foods.

inhabitants but also
The circular flow of

income in the euba i e t enc o coc t or- is at a primi tive leveL

As for the money

economy, the expan s i.on and oo n t.r-aot i on of income is 8,1together too

dependent on the state of the vorId Clarke-GO for agricultural raw ma.terials.
As a result of the de"onclellce of the mOI18Y sector on the export prooeeds of
a few agrioultural commodities - notably ootton - the Sudan is prone to
periodic violent fluotuations in economic activity.
Export earnings largely constitute money inoome for many producers and
it is the largest money item for the modern sector as the whole.

Earnings

from export trade are spent on imports of manufaotured consumer and oapital
goods.

Given the tax structure of the country, export earnings and duties

oonstitute the main source of government revenue and, therefore, of
budgetary surpluses whioh are the country's chief source of savings.
The government of Sudan has a prominant position in the money eoonomy.
The government, aside fL''Jm its day to d",y administrative and financial
efforts, owns the majority cf modern oapital establishments and is the chief
promoter of and participant in large-soale undertakings suoh as the Gezira
and the sugar industry,

Not only in tha fields where marginal returns on

capital are low, such as communications and public utilities, is the
government the chief investor, it also plays a Part in the investment and
management of cotton g;,nning, building and engineering industries.

It

exercises a monopoly on 'Ghe imports of sugar and controls the bulk of cotton
sales overseaS.

And sinco the war,

s~cc8ssive

development programmes have

further expanded the scope of the public; sector.
Private enterprise, though of a relatively mcre recent origin,
prevails in secondary

Ind~stry,

in internal and foreign trade and in

traditional handicrafts and household industries.

In agriculture, private

pump schemes which account for about one-third of total cotton production,

•

•
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have been the main element in the rapid expansion of cotton output following
th~Korean

boom.

Production of other cash crops such as oil seeds,

particularly groundnuts, whose production has been expanding a great deal
in recent years, is largely in private hands.

Road transport and road

haulage is also entirely in the hands of private operators.

The majority

of secondary industries that have been established in the past ten years

are entirely privately owned and operated.

2.

ECONOMIC PLANNING IN THE SUDAN
Public action in one form or another to bring about economic develop-

ment in the Sudan is more than half a century old.

But only in recent years

has development planning attained some level of sophistication.

Development

effort has Come a long way from the days of ad hoc allocations for capital
expenditures.

Using the relative sophistication of the planning process as

criterion, one may distinguish three stages in the development of the
oountry: The pre-1946 period, 1946-60 and the poet-1960 period.
During the pre-1946 period, allocations for capital expenditures were
done on purely ad hoc basis.

The initiation of development projects was left

almost entirely to the heads of Departments and the provincial administration.
The projects were submitted to the Department of Finance for its opinions and
depending on the size and importance of the projects, decisions on their
worthiness were taken either by the Financial Secretary or the Governor
General in consultation with his council.

This early period was perhaps

best distinguished, from a purely organiZational point of view, by the
absence of any special committee or body of any form concerned primarily with
development or entrusted >dth the prime function of scrutinizing projects,
investigating their feasibility or determining priorities.

Projects

eubmitted by different departments were studied by officials as part of
their day to day work.

There tras no separate budget to cater for development

expenditure as distinct from current expenditure.
The 1946-60 period, was however, different from the pre-war years.
For the first time development
day to day decisions.

all~cations

were divorced from the routine

Five-year programmes for public expenditure were

•
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produced with clearly marked priorities.

The sharply contrasts with the

earlier practice of selecting one, sometimes several projects, for financing
in relative isolation from other projects.

The period eaw two formal public

development programmes: 1946-51 and 1951-56.

After 1956, the year that

marked the independence of the country, and because of the uncertainty of
available financial resources the government resorted to year by year
programming.

In retrospect these yearly programmes Can conveniently be

grouped and called the 1957-60 programme.

From an organizational point of

view and for the first time in the history of the country, a new branch in
the then Department of Financs was created in 1950 to be responsible for
drawing up and supervising the implementation of these public sector
development programme.
The post-1960 period is entirely dominated by the Ten-Year Plan for
Social and Economic Developm~nt 1961/62 - 1970/71 which is an exercise that
is totally different from anything that has been trisd so far.

It is an

attempt at comprehensive planning and as such includes projections for the
private and public sectors as well as an attempt at projecting exports,
imports and the balance of payments.

Compared to earlier efforts, it is

different in the concept and technique of planning in that it is actually
based on an aggregate model of the economy and in the attempts of the
planners to estimate rather than calculate and use capital output ratios.
It is different from past development efforts in the allocation of r0Sources
and in the sources of capital.

From an organizational point of view, the

Ten-Year Plan outlines the administrative and organizational set up of the
planning authority and provides for the different bodies - political and
technical - that will be responsible for preparation, up-dating, implementation and follow-up of the Plan.
It seems clear, however, that future planning in the country will be
greatly affected by the Ten-Year Plan in that planning will, in the future,
tend to become more and more comprehensive.

The days of the projects for

public capital expsnditure seem to be over.

It is because of this that it

becomes absolutely sssential to study the Brrortcomings of the planning
process as exhibited by the experience with -the Ten-Year Plan.

It is also
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because of this that comments in this short paper will be confined to the

-

.

experience of the Ten-Year Plan to the exclusion of earlier planning efforts.
3•

THE TEN-YEAR PLAN

(a)

Economic Performance

The Plan was conceived of in aggregate terms.

All projections are

aggregate projections for income, population, exports and imports.

No effort

was made in the Plan to break down these aggregates into regional figures and
no attempt was made in the Plan to include regional or local programmes.
This being the case, plan performance can only be judged at the aggregate
level.

The first point to note is that in terms of overall aggregates, the

growth of output Was clcse to the plan levels for the first five years
1961/62 - 1965/66.
Plan Target
Per Year

Actual
Per Year

Per cent

Per cent

Growth of GDP (constant
prices)
The Appendix gives yearly figures for GDP (at faotor cost), population
projections, per capita incomes and rates of growth of GDP as compared with
the Plan.
On the face of it, the achievement of such rates of growth whioh fall
just short of the plan targets would be considered quite satisfactory.

Yet

these growth rates were achieved only through the use of mere of the country's
scarce resources than was ever envisaged in the Plan.

This naturally led to

quite a rapid deterioratlon in the ability of the government to reach investment targets in the years following 1965.

It is feared that the effects of

this will manifest themselves in reduced growth rates of GDP for the second
half of the Ten-Year Plan.
The real cost at which these comparatively high overall rates of growth
were aohieved is indicated by the following facts.

The public sector has

inourred overall cash deficits in ev"ry single year since the Plan began,
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This resulted in severe pressures on the domestic cash resources and foreign
exchange reserves.

Between June 1962 and June 1966 the liquid position of

the public sector deteriorated. by

W1

amount of 1:.S 66.5 millions.

It seems

that the following were the three principal reasons responsible for this
outcome :
1.

Public investments during the five years exceeded Plan projections
by some 1S 37 millions.

Tctal public sector investment in the

first half of,h", Plan totalled l;,S 216 millions, against a plan
figure of

~S

179 millions - though distribution by sector was

more or less in line with the Plan.
2.

Public sector savings available for financing of fixed investment
were some 1S 25 millions short of the Plan anticipation.

3.

Net external financing for the public sector was soms l;,S 20
millions less than the plan target.

The increase in public sector investment were due to two main reasons:
(a) underestimation of the costs of certain inputs and (b) the speeding up
of the execution of cGrtain programmes at higher oosts.
It should be pointed out, though, that no part of the increase in
public investment was due tc additional ?rojects being added to the Plan.
These deficits in public sector transactions were reflected in the
balance of payments and the level of free :creign exchange reserves.
reserves deteriorated by some

~S

45 millions in the first five years as

compared with a plan projection of a
OVer the

These

~S

6 millions deterioration foreseen

~ tire _1.~::.;yea.:,;:..p.e.ri..9..90.

The Plan has stipulated that public sector investments were to be
financed by savinge of the government and public entities and by a net
inflow of foreign loans and grants,

In other words, there was to be no

Central Bank financing of public soctor expendi tures.

But in view of the

rapid deterioration of the cash position of the public sector, the government progressively resorted to defi.cit financing through the Central Bank.
As a result the volume of mon3Y in circulation almost doubled over the past

E/CN.14/CAP.2/INF 13
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five years from LS 43 millions in June 1961 to LS 11 millione in June 1966.
An occasional deficit may be considered as a deviation from the trend but
persistent cash deficit financed through the Central Bank in this fashion
-

.

-

.

is clearly oontrary to plan intentions.
The above facts and figures probably point to two of the most
fundamental weaknesses of the Plan.

First, it is obvious that not enough

work was done in the preparation of the individual projects so much so that
cost estimates fell far short of the actual costs of the projects.

The

second point is the lack of a proper and efficiently functioning planning
authority.

Such a planning agency would have spotted important deviation

from the plan targets and made the necessary corrections before muoh damage
was done.

Actually the planning organization that \ras devised as part of the

Plan never got off the ground with the result that there was a total failure
to adjust plan projections to the aotual situation.

Equally serious is the

total failure to revise the Plan at the midstream - a revision that was
already envisaged and provided for in the Plan itself and still intended.
(b)

The Administrative Set Up

Towards the end of the 1950's, because of independence and enhanced by
rising expectations, it became clear that there was a need to reorganize the
system of development planning sinoe the magnitude of development expenditure
had increased considerably and because there was a growing need for a better
preparation and review of programmes and projects. Coupled with this was the
urge to facilitate the contribution of the private sector to economic
development and to co-ordinate its efforts with those of the publio sector.
The Council of Ministers, in February 1961, approved a new organization for
development planning.
Lssentially, this was a four-tier set up with an Economio Council at
the top followed by a Development Committee, a National Teohnical Planning
Committee and an Economic Planning Secretariat.
too cumbersome a set up for efficient working.

On the face of it, this was
It is also to be noted that

the functions and duties of the different tiers were not clearly spelt out.
This organization did not provide for the essential links with the operating
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minietries

reeponeibl~

not only for the study and

prepara~ion

of ,the

different projeote but also for the execution of .thoae projects.

But this

whols organization did not get off the gr-ound and as a result .the oountry was
le:M with no effeoti ve body - other than the Planning Seoretariat in the
Ministry of Finanoe - to take the important deoisicns regarding the Plan and
to follow up its performanoe. No effeotive plenning authority existed to e6e_
that the projected revision of the Plan was undertaken.

The Planning

Seoretariat, suffering, as it does, from shortages of trained manpower, was
in no position to oarry out 'the work of the lihole planning agsncy.'
The vacuum created by the failure of the planning agenoy to come to
life neoessarily resulted in delays and inefficiencies in the Plan implementation.

In many cases evon the agencies that were to carry out the Plan or

to administer the projects after

~heir

completion were not established.

Agrioultural development afforils a few examples of this.

Altllough the Plan

allocated a major share uf public investment to agrioulture" there was no
provision in the Plan for the cro3tion of the agencies that will carry out
the execution of those pr oj ec t s ,

It tra.s seven years after the initiation

of the Plan that the gove::-nmcnt 1ecame aware that there is a need to create
independent authorities either to administer the new schemes or to carryon
with the development "ork needed. The yr;sr 1967 witnessed'the creation of
four independent
1.

to

~o

entrusted with this work:

The Mechanized FaIining Corporation lihich is to be responsible for
the development of the rainlands in the Sudan. The Plan specifies
the

2.

oorpo=atio~s

develo~onL

of SOO,OCO aoroG of rainland in the oountry.

Publio Agricul tUX2-l Pro Iuct.Lon Corporation which is, to be
responsible for the

administrat~o~

of all eovernment agricultural

scheme s ,

3.

Agricultural

4.

Rural Water and DovaloDment

Develo~mcnt

CorporatiOn whioh is to be set up eoon.
Corpo~ation

responsible for providing

water and services in the rainland a*oas.
By the middle of'1966, an effort was being made to deal with 'the
general weakness and ineffectiveness of the planning process.

A new

E/ C1To 14/ CAP 2/INP 13
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planning organization "as created.

Essentially, this n sw organization

conoc et a uf a Mln':';.B"teJ:i2.1 COGHn:. ttep. for ilJlic;y pu.r po ae s and fivo sector

-

.

-

.

panels: aconoma c polioy pana l ,

~t.o:~::~'J.l tl::..... <..~l

distribution, an i'.ldpctrie.l pan s I and
be planning and irr.pler.lE-nta.tion cc Ll c
responsible for p Larm i ng

1,·T8:':'f.:..

i~

Regional

cells for the dif.ferc:ri.. ...>eF.>~\..r.l;J)

provide for the -teobniGa.l

2.

[1.;"~~0'~:ts

p.ine L, c. pan e L for

s oc i a L serviC6S paneL
e aoh o f

the

CO:'.ll( ~.ls

rn~.niatria8

trt'"~~~.Jport

and.

There are to
and a,gencien

ar-e to act as planning

'"llu.le t,:1e Planning DAcretEi.riat of the

of 'slle p Lan

the different panels and p.lanna ng cells.

2.:1G. .~c.\

c c-cord.i na t e the work of

It is to be hoped that this new set

up will go some nay towards cuiLrig the shortcomL,gs of the present system.
Yet the question of personnel training ha s , so far, received vary Ii ttle
attention.

It is. needless to point out that trai.ned manpower- both in the

Planning Secretariat and in the cper-a t i ng uni ts is in severe short supply,
Training is usually thought of in terms of a0adsmic training which means a
first degree in euonomics or some related subject and in termc of a masters
or Ph.D. degree obtained from umver sa ties ei ther at home or abroad.
offioials are aent to . ·ohe' Horld Bank Development Cen t.r-e

01'

Some

IDE? (Dak/lr).

While this is, in general, highly commendable, it is usually done to. the
exclusion of on-the-job '",aiiling.

'!'his is a aphea-e that is totally neglected

in spite of the well known fact tna t :L t i s from c o Ll.eague s and superiors that
a fresh empl oyee ul timately'

aUQu~.::,?~ ~O!'l!'l·~tE'!.lcc:

:!.n bJ

q

P::-Of82s:Lon.

~Ca.d6Llic

training that develops critical ability is, to be sure, a pre-requisite, but
no amount of academic training will snbstituts fo" on-ths-job training where,
a.ctually, finish and competence in d ec i si on-ma..k ing and in dix'eGting staf:;:' ere

acquired after years of supervised contrcl.
Expatriate staff is a valuable cour oe of training ·for the Lo caI counterparts.

For some reason or other full advantage has not been taken of this

training source.
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4.

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION METHODS

In general 8conomic analysis throws a great deal of light on the
question of whether an investment project is worth undertaking in view of
the alternative uses of the resources involved.

To do this effectively, it

is absolutely necessary that all aspects of a project - economic, technical,
administrative and financial

are to be thoroughly investigated.

Yet in practice the role of economic analysis may be considerably
constrained by other elements in the situation.

In some Cases no more than

crude analysis may be possible because of the lack of information, time or
personnel to carry out the task.

Such crude analysis might be satisfactory

in the context of a particular case where alternatives are generally limited.
In other Oases the availability of the neoessary information may be suoh as
to make elaborate treatment both possible and desirable.
As has already been pointed out, the role of economic analysis is to
determine the desirability of a proposed investment projeot in relation to
alternatives.

U8ually, desirability of an investment projeot is measured

by the rate of return on capital.

To measure the rate of return on capital

it is neoessary to calculate the real values of the oosts incurred and
benefits that accrue from a specific project.

This is partly a question of

what items to include under costs and benefits, and partly a question of the
valuation of these oost and benefit items.

It is oharacteristio'of most

underdeveloped oountries that market prices do not usually reflect relative
scaroities of the resources of the country: market prices are usually
distorted by widespread monopolistio market structures and praotices, foreign
exohange ie undervalued, the going wage rate doee not refleot the opportunity
oost of labour etc.

In suoh oases, cost and benefit items are to be

evaluated at "shadow prices" - that is theoretical prices that attempt to
put more appropriate valuations on inputs and outputs from the nati.onal
point of view - for the purpose of oalculating the economio oosts and
benefits of the projeot.
Once a decision is made on those aspects, then the expeoted benefits
and oosts are compared and the rate of return on investment is oaloulated.

..

-
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At present one of two methods of calculaiion is used.

13

The first is the

disoounted cash flow method which yields the internal rate of return for the
projeot.

-

.

-

.

The second is th" p:'o3"mt "c:..'-th mechod ,

In pr-ac tdo e both methods

ehould provide the same answers so long as the same rete of interest is used.
Like other prioes, the rate of interest used should refleot the real ooet of
oapital in the eoonomy - a shadow rate of interest rather than a market rate
of interest.
The question arises, then, of what methods were used for projeot
identifioation in the Ten··Year Plan.

As far as we can disoover, no economic

evaluation, in the sense of the above paragraph3, was rsally undertaken for
any of the major projects included in the Plan.

Since all the major projects

were irrigation works, only the teohnical (engineering) evaluation was made
by the oonculting firms and the projeots
feasible.

oonoe~nod

were found to be tsohnioally

In oertain oases this technical evaluation was followed by avery

orude analysis of the 90onomic aspects of the projects.

The result of the

failure to appraise All aspects of the projects and to ask the relevant
questions is manifest in the fact that full utiUzation of ',he major projects
will be delayed for a period of noven to eight years.
true of irrigation projeots.

'I'his is particularly

As a result, and cince at least one of the two

large dams has been ,financed out of an IBRD loan, the country will have to
face the added burden of servicing the loan beginning in 1967, long before
the effect of the d er-

C'::'1

",;he

of the oountry materializes.

!!ro~-..".~-ci.-, .:o a.~d

fcr0~ ~~1~

e;..::ha.:lgo earning capaoity

If come form of cost osnefit analysis was

undertaken before the projects were decided

~pcn,

many cf the subsequent

errors would have been avoided.
It is partly because of thi8 and partly because of the

insis~ence

of the

lending agenoies that more widespread use is being made, at the present, of
oost benefit analysis.

This is a comparatively recent development and is the

ourrent practice in project identificaticn both by

th~

consulting firms

employed by the government and by the government's own planning staff.

But

current practice, in spite of this uelcomod development, leavss much to be
desired in the sense that since resources have alternative uses, cost-benefit
ratios need to be calculated and compared for a 1dde range of projects.

There

E/CN.14/CAP.2/INF 13
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is also need for a decision-making mechanism that is wider than the limited
oircle of the civil service, if an informed decision is to be made on the
basis of oost

benef~t

ratios ozpc"ially where such

ra~ios

do not provide

a olear-cut criterion of investment and resort is to be made to other
oonsiderations.

5.

.-

DATA REQUIRED FOR PRO,TECT IDENTIFICATION

If oost-benefit analysis is taken to be the criterion used for project
identification, then the following basic data need to be provided:
(a)

Investment costs:

In general the estimation of investment oosts is an engineering
exeroise and is usually a task performed by engineers.

It is the economist's

. role, however, to make sure that all the technical alternatives are
considered, that all relevant items of costs, and no other, are included
and that only
used.

~rices

that reflect opportunity costs to the country are

The analysis shculd therefore include not only the major choices

·e.g. gravity irrigation versus pump irrigation, but also all possible
technical forms of the projents chosen, e.g. all the different possible
types and methods of construction of roads.

Consideration of alternatives

beoomes even more important in view of the fact that projects usually are not
single entities, but rather a packa3e of a related set of projects.
Agrioultural projects usually necessitate rural construction and settlement
with different land tenure systems, irrigation works (canalization etc.),
buildings, roads and even schools and health centres.
see to it that all the relevant

el~ments

It is important to

of such a package are included in

the calculations.
The question arises of what items are to be included as investment
costs.

Obviously cost of labour, equipment and materials should be

included.

Not so obviOUS are cost items that cater for costs of domestic

and foreign consultants and for the time devoted to work on the project by
oivil servants in the operating units.

.-

Another item would be a provision

for miscalculations, omissions and other unforeseen contingenciee.
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Having decided on the items to be included the next step is to
evaluate them at the prices that reflect opportunity costs of the resources
•

•

-.

to society.

This is not the place to discuss, at great length, the theory

of shadcw pricing, suffice it to say that great Care should be taken when
pricing labour and foreign exchange costs as well as the choice cf a rate of
interest since these constitutE> the major examples of price distortion in
most underdeveloped countries.

Taking current prices and interest rates may

lead to faulty valuation of investment costs.
(b)

Benefits:

In general the most

im~ortant

problems arising in the calculations of

benefits are,first,the estimation of the increase in physical output resulting from the project

~ld

the package of other

~rojects

that go with it and

secondly, the prices at which the increase in output are to be evaluated.
The basic data for increased output and for prices are therefore essential
for the calculation of benefita.
Potential increase in output is subject to technical factors and can
be reliably estimated e.g. the increase in output resulting from an
irrication project is a function of the area that will come under irrigation
and the amount of water that will be made available.
arises of whether the output of the project

,~ll

The question really

be used immediately as

intermediate of final goods or ,rill thi.s take place only after a period of
time.

If products are to be used only after a lapse of time, then this

transitional period will be of considerable importance in calculating the
rate of return of the projeot.

In this oase estimates of the increased

benefits that accrue in differ.e:1t periods of time are to be mode in the
best possible manner and used in the oalculation of rates of return.
The next problem arises with respect to the valuation of the expected
increase in output.

Local market or ex-farm prices are usually not a good

guide since these suffer from distortions due to monopolies, subsidies, etc.
Local market prices are usually different in different parts of the country
due to high transport costs and the general inefficiency of the distribution
system.

Investment

dec~sions,

therefore, cannot be based on these prices.

E/CN.14/CAP.2/INF 13
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Resort Inll have to be made to shadow prices.

Import and export prices

(calculated net of import duties and export taxes and converted at a shadow
exchange rate) are in many cases appropriate for use as shadow prices even
if the increased output is not destined for the export market or the displacements of imports.

~'ven

here problems abound since the international

market itself is riddled Inth quotas, subsidies, international agreements,
regional and bilateral preferences etc •.

Yet export and import prices

adjusted in the above fashion are a better guide to the real value of the
oommodities produoed in the country ooncerned.
The above disoussion makes clear that sort of basic data is needed for
project evaluation using cost-benefit ratios.

Admittedly there are many

unoertainties and a wide scope for the exercise of professional judgement
and commonsense,

It is because of this that the decision-making mechanism

should include a large segment of professionally competent people and that
the discussion of the results and choices of projects should not be severely
limited to the civil service.

On this score the practice in the Sudan

leaves much to be desired.
Concluding Remarks:
The Sudan's Ten-Year Plan was a pioneering work for this oountrynothing like it has ever been tried before.
severe limitations and shortcomings.

Like all pioneering work it has

The experience of the past seven years

has pointed out many of the pitfalls and the varied aspects of What might
seem at first glance to be a deceptively simple exercise.

The lessons of

the Ten-Year Plan are by no means limited to areas of projeot evaluation and
implementation, but these other

~spects,

especially the design of appropriate

economic policies, are excluded by the title of this paper.

It is hoped that

the lessons learned from the Ten-Year Plan will be reflected in the next
Plan for Economic Development of the Sudan because that is the only sign
of progress.

•

•

•
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APPENDIX

.

Development of the SUQan e~onomy durins the first
half of the Ten Year Plan (~S. Ullions)

Year

19 60/61
19 61/62
19 6 2/63
1963/64
1964/65
19 65/ 66

GDP
GDP
GDP Growth
Per Capita
Current Constant Prices Rates at. cona- Population
Income
Prices (1964/65 Prices) tant (1964/65)
Current
Constant
Prices
Pricss
Prices
348.5

369. 1

398.6
401.6

419·0
418.6

13.5
-0.1

11·93
12.26
12.61

415·9
437.8

424.1
437.8

1.5
3.2

12·97
13.33

461. 7

459·9

4.9

13·73

Source and Notes:

29·2
32.5
31.6
32.1

30·9
34·2
33.0

32.8

32·5
32.8

33.6

33.5

Department of Statistics and Ministry of Finance and
Average rate of grcwth of GDP at constant
prices waS 4.5 per cent compared with a plan figure based
on 1961/62 prices of 4.8 per cent. Population projections based on a 2.8 per cent rate of growth per year.

~conomics.

